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Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 53, No. 24

HHH closes Nixon's margin, say pollsters
WASHINGTON (AP) - The tumultuous 1968 presidential campaign
neared Its end Monday with Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey buoyed
by a new poll placing him In the
lead and Republican Richard M.
Nixon predicting victory tor himself by three to five million votes.
And as Nixon, Humphrey and
third-party candidate George C.
Wallace fired election-eve television broadsides at the nation's

divided electorate, former President Dwlght D. Elsenhower urged
voters not to be swayed "jy President Johnson's halt last week of
all bombing of North Vietnam.
Even with the last-gasp political
flurries, the possibility remained
that Tuesday's voting would be Inconclusive-that no candidate would
emerge with the 270 electoral votes
needed to become the 37th president of the United States.
The final Harris survey disclosed by the New York Post,
gives Humphrey 43 per cent of the
vote to 40 per cent for Nixon,

a swing of 5 per cent to the Democratic nominee in 24 hours. The
next -to-last Harris poll had been
the same as the last GaUup Pollboth showing Nixon ahead 42 per
cent to Humphrey's 40 per cent.
Nixon headquarters In New York
termed the last Harris poll "a
gratuitous concoction" and said In
a statement It would fall to "con
the voters Into believing Hubert H.
Humphrey can win the election."
But In Washington, Democratic
National Chairman Lawrence F.
O'Brien said, "We are over the top
now in the polls, and we will be

over the top Tuesday In the election."
Both the Harris and Gallup polls
showed WaUace, the former Alabama governor, running third with
about 15 per cent.
Elsenhower, In the statement Issued from Walter Reed Army Hospital where he is recovering from

a series of heart attacks, said the
newest poUs suggest "the American people may have been swayed"
by Johnson's order to halt bombardment of North Vietnam.
Referring to South Vietnam's
reluctance to join in the Paris
peace talks, the 78-year-old re(Contlnued on Page 9)

Council passes act to
stop discrimination
By JOHN ROYER
Staff Writer
Student Council passed a resolution Thursday night to enforce
an existing edict which calls tor
the abolition of all dlscrlmlnatlom
in campus organizations.
Yesterday, Tom Prout, the man
behind the action, said he backed
this resolution because the Unl-

George C. Wallace

Enrollment tops
all past records
Enrollment at the University
for the first quarter of the 196869 academic year has broken all
past records, according to Glenn
I. Van Wormer, registrar and assistant dean of faculties.
Official records show 14,456
students registered tor the first
quarter of classes, 1,076 on-campus students and an additional
1,368 students studying at University academic centers in Bryan,
Fostorla and Fremont and at the
Flrelands Campus in Huron.
The College of Liberal Arts
shows the largest Increase with
3,326 students enrolled, 405 more
than last year. The College of Education enrollment of 6,904 shows
an Increase of 361. Students in the
College of Business Administration number 2,577 or 276 more
than last year.
Another significant Increase In
enrollment Is in the Graduate
School. Students number 1,269 or
259 more than last year. The increase was unexpected since draft
deferments for graduate students
were lifted earlier this year.
An unexpected decline took place
In the University's academic cen-

ters with enrollment dropping by
approximately 30 students. The
drop occurred In spite of the opening of the University's new Flrelands Campus in Huron.One reason
given for the decline was the elimination of the cadet teaching programs in Ohio.

verslty edict that was to go into
effect last year simply had not been
enforced.
This edict stated that all discrimination based on race or religion in campus organizations
would immediately cease..
In an interview yesterday, Prout
cited several examples of discrimination in sororities and fraternities , prompting him to draft
his resolution. "There are only
two Negro actives and possibly
only one Negro pledge In fraternities here at Bowling Green,"
Prout said.
Prout explained that according to
the existing edict, if an organization has a local law concerning
discrimination, the University
should fall to recognize the organization. If the organization has a
national law concerning discrimination, it would, obtain a waiver
from its national chapter to change
the local law.
(Continued on Page 10)

Hubert H. Humphrey

Editor refutes
'radical' label
By JIM MARINO
Staff Writer
News Editor Thomas D. Hine
appeared philosophical yesterday
about the theft Thursday of 13,000
copies of his newspaper.

Arena has money trouble
By JAMES SPENGLER
Staff Writer
The BGSU Ice Arena, despite
Its beauty and publicity, has been
a thorn In the side of the University from a financial standpoint.
A factor lingering in many minds
is how the University plans to defray the costs of this space age
complex without digging Into the
student's or taxpayer's pocketbook. Right now this is the problem.
The arena, costing $1.9 million,
was financed through the public
sale of revenue bonds In hlch no
state-supported funds were used.
The bond resolution was set up

rfH1

for 40 years at an Interest rate
of four to five per cent varying
on maturity dates. This debt Is
to be paid off entirely from revenue from the vaclUtles at the arena
and from a portion of student fees.
The Ice Arena Is now going
through a period of adjustment,
Involving students as well as
Bowling Green residents.
According to a statement of
receipts and expenditures for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1968,
the arena showed a net receipt
of $301,474.97. Total expenditures
were Identical.
"There are many Intricate problems facing us right now. Oper-
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Union sit-in brings action
:.V,...i> t.r.it action Defore campus officials

\
THE STAMPEDE IS ON--For those disbelievers
who thought the mouse problem in Hanna Hall
and University Hall was a joke, here's photographic proof! The little creature was caught

by staffers this week as it ran behind a writer's
desk. After modeling for us, it was released
unharmed. (Photo by Glenn Eppleston)

Richard M. Nixon

atlng expenses for the first full
year of operation were much higher than had been predicted. Dehumldiflers had to be added to the
curling rink and also to the studio.
BGSU Is the only ice rink in the
country to have three sheets of Ice.
No advice on the operation of such
a facility could be obtained," Howard Starr, director of the arena
said.
The cost of using the ice here
at BGSU is lower than any other
rink in the East. Prices were
kept down to promote use of the
new facilities and are now In the
process of being raised tor everyone except students.
One of the major Incomes of
any arena comes from public skating and outside rentals. BGSU
does not have enough of either.
The arena has attempted to hold
the prime time of 6 p.m. to midnight open for student use and have
been criticized heavily by some
Bowling Green residents.
These residents argue that since
the arena is located on state land
and they are taxpayers, they should
have access to the facilities mare
often. The residents pay 25 per
cent more money to use tha arena
than do students, but the University would still like to save the
prime time for students even
though the Income will not be as
high.
The University's main concern
is to earn enough Income to meet
the bond requirements and In doing
so, have the students' best interests at heart. The students,
In turn, play a tremendous role
(Continued on Page 10)

"I guess It Just goes to show the
Immaturity of some people," Hlne
said. "I wish those responsible
for the theft had voiced some critical comment, though, before taking
matters Into their own hands.
"People on this campus can't
allow their lives to be affected
that greatly by what Is printed or
ommltted from the campus paper,"
said the 21-year-old student editor-ln-chlef. "I don't think the
BG News is a llfe-or-death matter
to anyone."
To the charge that the News this
year is slanted, Hlne vehemently
denies it.
"We are not one-sided. What's
attracting attention this year is
that the News is finally putting
somi> things in their proper perspective.
"People think we're radical this
year. That's not true. We give as
much coverage to the SDS as we do
their right-wing counterpart, the
YAF (Young Americans for Freedom), " Hlne said.
"How can a paper be called
'beatniks,' or 'radical' when it endorses Humphrey for President?"
Hlne asked. He added the News,
despite Its endorsement, has made
sure to give ample space to the
other leading presidential candidates as well, and mentioned In
particular the recent four-page
supplement in the News on George
C. Wallace, Independent Party candidate for President
Hlne did say the News this year
had a liberal editorial policy. "It's
certainly liberal for Bowling
Green," he mused. "But It's not
liberal compared even to other college newspapers In the state, several of which haven't endorsed anyone tor President, claiming they
all stink."
Hlne said neither he, nor his
upper echelon of editors purposely
edit out news stories containing
sentiments against that of the
News, or the personal philosophy of
Its staffers.
"And stealing the News won't
(Continued on Page 10)
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Vote today
Today is election day, and we would like to reendorse two canAWP BVWEP
TACCEPT WMWMEOFTHe
didates and endorse another.
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THE CDOUTRV.
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presidential candidates, especially since the recent bombing halt
and prospects for meaningful negotiations. The country needs a
man who is entirely familiar with the intricacies of the Vietnam
situation at the present time, and Humphrey is the only candidate
with that familiarity.
John J. Gilligan is our choice for the Senate position from
Ohio, because of his concern for the future of the nation and also
because William Saxbe is much too conservative for the pressing
times we are in.
By electing Cilligan, the people of Ohio would be affirming
the idea that the country must move ahead progressively. Cilligan has talked on the issues, while Saxbe has merely run the
typical cumpaign of promising solutions to problems on the superficial level.
In the race for the Congressional seat from the fifth district
out a paper for the whole univerI'd be willing to fight to keep it.
sity—for all its students—as
of Ohio, we endorse Louis Batzler. Batzler is a progressive polNo one has the right to take what
maintaining a balance of articles
itician in the finest sense of the word. He has questioned our
we have attained from us.
between conflicting students' opinThe whole mood change on this
As a senior, I have seen this
involvement in Vietnam and is very strong on civil rights and the
ions and organizations. Sucn a
campus shows what organization
campus
and
university
grow
and
problems of our cities.
balance was not easy to mainand training can do. The groups
change with the times when change
tain as I gathered from our conDelbert Latta, his opponent and the incumbent from this dis- was necessary.
on the campus concerned with
For the past
versation,
but
Its
benefits
were
making big deals out of any thing
trict, is a conservative obstructionist who voted against the re- three years I have read In the
certainly reaped as evidenced by
Just to rile the campus are succent civil rights legislation and against the gun bill which would BG News about all the events
the many honors awarded the BG
ceeding.
that
were
taking
place
at
Bowling
outlaw mail order sales of guns. He does not serve in the best
News last spring.
Green causing this school to grow
Those students who thought they
But this year as I read the BG
interests of this district or the country.
aid change.
could choose their own concerns
News, all I see are articles about
Even if you do not agree with our endorsements, we urge you
Last year, In a personal and
and interests are finding themSDS, Young Americans for Freeto vote today in what may be the most important elections in professional visit with managing
selves surrounded by minorities
dom,
peace
demonstrations,
etc.
editor Rosemary Kovacs.
She
who are putting all their devotions
Certainly these articles represent
this century.
discussed her philosophy of putting
to outshoutlng, out-demanding, and
some of the events, some of the
out-maneuvering anything others
groups, the other feelings that
may want.
are here at Bowling Green? Contrary to some beliefs, other views
How ironic that the so-called
do exist.
anti-war people use military techIs not the BG News, as its
niques: They occupy buildings,
frontal page heading indicates,
such as the Union. For their
serving a growing university? And
demonstrations, they make their
should not our university paper
report all the news of campus demands; if their demands aren't
met, they escalate their forces
activities, publicize all e ve n t s and
attack again. All of course,
past, present, and future, and recto
dem
what they want, regardognize its obligation of serving less of mil
others.
the entire university and all its
Marcla Stroman
students In an unbiased manner?
469 S. Summit
Therefore, I wish to Issue a
challenge to the editor and staff
of the BG News to meet and exceed the quality of the award
winning BG News of last school
year (1967-68), a paper that truly
(Editor's note: Jim Marino is a
free country, and I can believe
"Get some snappy slogans down
I read with great Interest Mr.
served the whole university and
Junior in the School of Journalwhat I want and dress as I want.
on cardboard and make off to the
Bromley's
expose' of the rat probdid
not
continually
show
favorism from Cleveland, Ohio. He's
My own business."
best spot where the photographer
lem In Hanna Hall (BG News.
itism
to
certain
groups.
Mm, then \tfiy bug me with it?
both a campus and professional
can get a shot of you."
I welcome change when It is October 30), because I, along with
newspaperman.)
Why the excessive urge to show
Sounds klnda' cheap, you gotta'
Mr. Genovese, share 8-J Hanna
called
for.
But change should
all that you're oplnlated? Have
admit.
with
Mr. Wood. It Is unfortunBy JIM MARINO
replace
an
Inferior
good
or
serall the peace marches and worn
All that hoopla hasn't made me
ate,
however,
that Mr. Bromley
Student Columnist
vice with one that is superior
out shoe-leather gone very far
any more prone to link arms
failed to discuss the rather disand
benefits
more
people.
Can
toward
swaying
the
Paris
peace
with 300 others in silent protest
It's a shame beards are so easy
tinctive atmosphere which surthe BG News substantiate the
talks? Have all the sit-ins re- of anything; hasn't made me want
to grow, placards so easy to paint,
rounds the situation.
change
In
its
philosophy
that
has
sulted in much more besides a to send my blood plasma to North
demonstrations so easy to stage.
I refer, of course, to the ofoccured this year as being In the
kick in the pants?
Vietnam; hasn't made me wnat to
They aren't unique any more;
fensive stench which permeates the
best
interest
of
the
most
people?
aren't even stimulating.
We can't be presumptions or Join the Ml nut emeu.
bowel of that subterranean reAlan L. Johnson
I must not be listening to someBut this generation, my genergion. I am told that this awful
pompous enough to believe we are
108
Bromfleld
ation, has made 'em all tradeodor Is attributed either to dead
the first band to'speakout' against thing. Or maybe I'm listening too
(Editor's note: Of the 17 awards
closely.
marks of a dissenting society.
what alls us.
rats or to sewer gas, but since
given to the BG News last year,
Lovelies have formed, the HipMr. Wood has attested to the liveSpeak out against what? I ask.
14 were won by present members
I'm
all
for
dissent.
Heck,
go
pies, Ylpples, and I'm sure I've
Is this society so far different
liness of the former, I can only
of the staff.)
nuts.
But
what's
your
point?
missed some along the way.
conclude that it is sewer gas which
from those past? I thought there
Let's not make martyrdom such
"Look world,"' they say. "I
was only one Pandora's Box.
causes our nausea and not the
rats.
ain't apathetic. I'm gettin' inWhere'd we find the new one? a common commodity.
It's too darn easy to Jump on
volved."
']' ' ', i
I'm not disputing we don't have
We cannot, therefore, blame the
the bandwagon of dissent under
Then they say behind IJielr hands,
our problems.
rats for (Offending our olfactory
a
guise
of
self-sacrificial
purity.
Charlie Tabasko's quote, In senses. . In fact, I, would go so
"Don't have to go into this rtioralil
All the more reason not to cornWith the furor of protest on
Tuesday's silent vigil article far to admit that the rats are
bag too far. Can always hide
pound them oy making ourselves
campus
(we've
all
got
'causes,
("The mood of the people In this the least offensive of the two anbehind the fact that this is a
out to be such showmen.
■eh?) doesn't It strike anyone else
county is changing. People want noyances and, evidently, the most
as funny that not more people do
peace") I feel is a great mis- convenient to exterminate, since
get lncloved?"
statement. Does he mean to say the Malntence Department has not
Do we discount them as unwe've been wanting war, that no corrected the situation since last
opinlonated perverts?
one up to the present peaceniks summer.
You see a wildly-dressed kid
was for peace?
I would like to thank the custoServing A Growing University Sine* 1920
on campus—the Granny glasses,
The mood change he miy be dial staff for its generous but,
leather
vest,
tie-boots,
the
works.
referring to is that more people alas, Ineffectual supply of Alrthomas d. hine
editor
What do you think?
are putting higher value on peace. Wlck, however, and I would like
judilh a. eicher
managing editor
"He's either full of integrity,
Our protestors and peaceniks are to thank the Maintenance Departor he's full of (you know what.)"
bruce m. larrick
editorial editor
seeming to value peace above any ment for allowing a condition to
It's a shame there seems to be
price we may have to pay for it. exist which is reminiscent of a
iudith m. wright
t'ssue editor
only two alternatives to that.
They want peace--regardless of Poe short story and of a Paris
timothy a. culek
photo editor
I'm afraid I Just think there
any world shake-ups, any conces- sewer.
are
other
ways
to
get
points
across
gary I. davis
sports e^itor
sions, any loss of honor, that
Lee Caldwell
short of confrontations, demonpeace may cost. Their fear of
linda m. herbkersman
feature editor
English Dept.
strations, and sit-ins.'
"the last war" to quote Dr. Relchronald boose
business manager
I'm afraid I Just think the raert, far surpasses their fear of
za-ma-taz of neck pendants, love
edson r. arneaM
advertising manager
anything else. Better red than
beads and VD won't make me the
The News welcomes letters to
dead seems to be the byword of
William donahue
circulation manager
man I want to be. In fact, I
the editor. Letters should be
the new "mood" Tabasko
rethink they'd kill me.
typewritten and signed by the
'elephone 353-8411, ext 3344
cognizes.
author and carry his typewritten
I do not want "the last war."
3 G N
ub ,he d Tu
d v
lhru
They'll
cheapen
my
heritage,
name, address and phone number.
.clooi J. ., I?J™„E "w k, J u,ln
," * umm
'
'»**»• a"""* Hit rental I
I think we are In deep error for
tH. P..KII,?.\ V"
,* " . £
« •
" •"•Con., undeT .uthorfiy of .
prostitute my values, and underr
As many letters as possible
the Publication. Commute, of Bowline Green MOT Unlver.ilv.
our
position
in
Vietnam/
I
want
f
md n
will be published within the
j mine my society. A society, by
«« n«i ™, " ""
,' «<"»•>"«> c«rtoon. or ojher column, in the New.
my
friends
and
cousins
brought
do not necwrlly reflect the opinion, of the Unlver.My Administration
limits of space, good taste and
Tthe way, that. I, Just can't^beUeve
f.culty or Stall or the St.t, of Ohio. Opinion, e^rewed by column!.", do
laws of libel. The News reserves
not nec.,..rlly reflect the opinion, of the B-0 New.. Edltorl.l" in the .
has done-me that many dirty tricks."; Jjome.- I don't want my brother
or
fiance
sent
"over.
But
I
want
P
the right to edit letters more than
EaiTe'ri.' BCoVd
'°n'
"" m"i0"'y " ""•*"" °' HHftWS ■
•' Give It a break. It's a society
to live in the US. I want to
300 words in length.
keep all.that we've got here. Arid
- that deserves a better name. . .

letters to the editor
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All I ask is 'Why?

Annoying smell
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Center offers multi-therapy
By TRISH KOMANEC
Staff Writer
One of the least understood, yet
most helpful and exciting services
on our campus Is the University
Counseling Center.
Once located In a big, yellow
house beside Founders Quadrangle, the counseling offices are
now occupying 24 rooms In a
large third-floor section of the
new Student Services Bldg.
BG's Counseling Center under
the direction of Dr. Frank Arnold,
has come a long way since Its
establishment 12 years ago, he
said.
The Center has grown In purpose, expanding Its earlier and
traditional alms of dealing with
personal and vocational problems
a newer, widely Inclusive service which provides a means for

personal development and selfunderstanding, said Dr. Arnold.
This newer purpose, termed
"student growth" by Center personnel, Is an opportunity for any
and all Bowling Green students to
learn and grow within themselves.
Several group experiences
studies are available:
EVENING GROWTH GROUP—
a set, voluntary group which meets
weekly through the quarter to discuss various un-set topics.
MARATHON GROUP—a challenging experience In group participation, beginning at 7 p.m. on
a Friday and ending 24 hours later.
MINI-MARATHON GROUP— a
less extensive, yet effective form
of a marathon group, lasting from
10 a.m. Saturday until 2 a.m.
Sunday morning.
VOCATIONAL GROUP—an Interested group of students who can

The U. S. bombing campaign against North Vietnam began on Feb. 7,
1965. It has been halted or curtailed on 10 occasions:
May 13 to May 17, 1965, In hope of a reciprocal move from North
Vietnam. There was no such move.
Dec. 24, 1965, the beginning of the usual Chrtstmis truce, to Jan. 31,
1966.
Dec. 24-25, 1966, Christmas truce.
Dec. 31, 1966—Jan. 1, 1967, New Year's truce.
Feb. 8-14, 1967, observance of a Buddhist observance.
Dec. 25, 1967, Christmas truce.
Dec. 31, 1967—Jan. 1, 1968, New Year's truce.
Jan. 29, 1968, President Johnson announced a bombing halt in an area
north of the 20th parallel include "90 per cent of North Vietnam's population and most of its territory." This curtailment was followed by the
agreement for the Paris peace talks.
April 7, 1968, U.S. military sources in Saigon said U.S. units had been
ordered to bomb no further north than the 19th parallel.
President Johnson announced last Thursday—three years and nine
months after he started the bombing of North Vietnam—that he had
ordered an end to all bombing of North Vietnam in the hope that it would
lead to progress In negotiating a settlement of the war.

Open views espoused by Free University
A person should be able to express his views and be open to
the views of others. This Is the
idealistic view started by the Students for a Democratic Society

Plan Europe four
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) is planning now for
the second annual European Tour
for Bowling Green students, faculty, and staff.
Registration and trip information are now available in the UAO
office on the third floor of the
Union. The first meeting for Interested participants will be held
at 7 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 6,
In the White Dogwood Room of
the Union. A few slides of last
year's tour will be shown, and
information will be passed out regarding the 1969 trip.

Driving course
now using Bug
Bowling Green State University's driver education program
has a "bug."
A 1968 Volkswagen has been donated to Bowling Green by Flndlay
auto dealer Lou LaRlche. Bowling
Green Is the only university In
Ohio to use a Volkswagen In its
driver education program.
The main advantages to having
the car is that it has standard
shift while the two other University driver education vehicles shift
automatically.
Secondly, many
people are now driving Volkswagens, Bruce Bellard, head of
the driver education program,
said.
Bowling Green has about 120
students taking driver education
courses each year and probably
trains more certified teachers of
driver training than any other
university, Mr. Bellard said.
Driver education is now mandatory in all Ohio high schools
and there is a wide demand for
certified teachers.

(SDS). A free University is education in an atmosphere of desired
courses. The courses offered are
non-credited and the professors
donate their time.
The SDS thinks a student should
be able to choose a course he Is
Interested In learning. These Ideas
are now being Integrated into the
University.
A t Harvard University, SDS has
established a course called the

"talk out" their problems In educational and vocational planning.
GROWTH ROOM—a room In the
Counseling Center which is open
every Tuesday from 1 to 5 p.m.
to any student wanting to experience the "growth experience."
Groups do not provide counseling or psychotherapy. What they
do provide is an opportunity for
students to discuss and expand
their thoughts, opinions, and problems with other students.
As counselor Dr. Melvin L.
Foulds, said he feels the primary
purpose of the groups Is to help
the student deal with the common
hang-ups that all have and all experience in one way or another.
Future groups now being planned
are ones that focus on marital
problems and individual human
potentials.
Thus, no longer can the Counseling Center be thought of completely as a psychotherapy, counseling, and testing center, although
these services are still being provided for students wishing to use
them.
Counseling In these cases is on
an individual basis in which a person desiring help with personal
problems can talk them out with a
counselor.
With seven full-time, and four r
part - time counselors at the
Center, there is always someone
available to meet the student's s
needs and desires, according to
Dr. Arnold.

Nixon leading in
Popcorn Pol
COMBINED WIRE SERVICES—
The Popcorn Poll, which has accurately predicted the winner In
every election since 1948, has
reported that Richard M. Nixon
has Increased his popular vote
margin from 58 to 63 per cent
in the last week.
The poll, which assembles
signed ballots of registered voters
who buy popcorn in movie theaters
and supermarkets, also said that
Nixon leads his two rivals In 24
states with 339 electoral votes.
Hubert Humphrey has dropped
from 27 to 17 per cent and George
Wallace from 15 to 14 per cent.

Sen. Thurmond here
to speak Nov. 12
Youth and the New Politics, a
program designed to expose students to, and invite them to explore the major political alternatives opened to youth In American politics, is bringing Sen.
Strom Thurmond (D) of South Carolina to Bowling Green Nov. 12.
Senator Thursmond will appear
at 8 p.m. om the Grand Ballroom.
His topic will be "Youth and the
New Politics."
The program #111 consist of a
talk by Sen. Thurmond about the
envolvement of America's youth in
politics, followed by a structure
symposium and finally an open
floor discussion.
Irvin Brandel, chairman of Youth
and New Politics program, said
that this program is a first in
Bowling Green's history, by bringing major political office holders
right to the campus.
"There has been a great deal of
planning and money put in the program to bring such figures as John
Gilligan, Sen. Thurmond, Julian
Bond, Nov. 22, and Sen. George
McGovern Dec. 8."
Youth and New Politics program

*v

Is free and open to all interested
students.

This
Semester's
Epic Feat:

Out of $4 students
in Advanced Fluid
Dynamics, 11 passed
without cracking a
book.
Such magnificent
nonchalance should
not go unrewarded.

Carling
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Victory Beer.

Valuable Coupon!

%

Golden Cue
Billiards
15 TABLES

RELAXING FUN

BILLIARDS - SNOOKER - POCKET BILLIARDS
Coupon only Good Any Mon. - Tues. - Wed. - Thur.
Thru Nov. 1968
With a $1.00 over ticket
\

<£*

PLEASE!

"History of the New Left Wing In
America." More than 400 students
attend the course. The greatest
benefit Is the University as a whole
gains more meaning.
The Rev. Cecil Flndley, director
of the Free University at Wichita
University, says: "the movement
consists of persons Interested In
certain lines of study getting together on their own to pursue that
Interest"
The Free University is a special
opportunity to exchange ideas offered in areas not defined academically.

RETURN THOSE
PROOFS TODAY

y*g&

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Campus Bloodmobiie
Student Health Center
November 6th,

from 11:00 to 5:00

•■■dNove«ber 7th, from 10:00 to 4:00
For appointment Call Ext. 2231
or stop by the U.A.O. office
NOTE: Sororities and Fraternities get High for the
T. K. E. DONOR TROPHY

t

1 S -'I IHfl ra^l

SENIORS!
HELP YOUR YEARBOOK EDITOR GET YOUR YEARBOOK
OUT ON TIME. RETURN YOUR PROOFS NOW!
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Royal Green holds tea
Flashing sabers Is one of the
trademirks of a group of women
on the Bowling Green campus
known as the Royal Green.
The Royal Green, founded In
1966, Is the woman's auxiliary
force of the Army ROTC on campus. Their drill team in the only
women's drill team In the nation
that drills with sabers.
The 17 women use the sabers
In formation, and twirl and toss
the sabers back and forth. They
will perform at the basketball
games this year.

The approximately 25 women
are commanded by Col. AnltaGentlle, a senior majoring In English.
The women, wearing green Jackets and skirts with brass Insignia
and white ascots, perform many
services for the University, and the
ROTC unit on campus.
The women serve as hostesses
for Army functions, they do office
work at the ROTC office In Memorial Hall, and they also help In
the recruiting of the new cadets
during pre-reglstratlon.

Canterbury Inn
Wednesday - Thuesday
Quarter light
Featuring your favorites

THE PRIMARY COLORS

The women work In the President's box and the concession during football games. They also work
In the Health Center carrying the
food trays to the patients.
The drill team travels to meets
around the country and puts on
exhibitions locally. This year the
team will travel to Erie, Pa., and
to Ohio University for drill meets.
On Nov. 10 the membership tea
will be held In the President's
Lounge In the Ice Arena for Interested freshman and sophomore
women.
Each women's dorm and sorority house will pick two Interested
women wit h a 2.25 average to
attend the tea. Each active member of the Royal Green may also
bring two to the tea.
The ROTC Army cadets select
the girls at this tea to go on to
the next phase. The prospective
pledges, called "Greenles," are
then Interviewed by the Royal
Green members. The selecton
Is then nude.
Any freshman or sophomore woman can call Col. Anita Gentile
at the Delta Gamma house for
more Information.

THE ALPHA CHI

U.C.F.
Weekly Worship

PLEDGES

Their Braid

6:15 P.M.

How Bigs.

Prout Chapel

Hussein crushes uprising
AMMAN, Jordan - Army troops and Bedouin fighters crushed
an attempted uprising yesterday by a rebellious unit of Palestine
commandos after several hours of street fighting. Jordlnlan army
tanks and armored cars ringed the capital and patrolled Its narrow
streets hours after the main fighting died out.

Leftists battle Berlin police
BERLIN - About 1,500 young leftists, employing guerrllla-llke
tactics, fought a pitched two-hour battle yesterday with police that
left more than 100 injured and led to scores of arrests.
The demonstrators with an arsenal of chemicals and their own
ambulance service battled with 1,000 riot police.

Flash floods hit Verceffi
VERCELLI, Italy - Soldiers, police and civilians searched through
the mud and rubble of northern Italy yesterday tor additional victims
of flash floods and landslides.
The final toll could top the worst Italian floods in history, which
blanketed Florence, Venice and central Italy two years ago to the day.

Worm and Wormette

To the following

Alpha Sig Pledges

Sigma Nu Couples
On Their Recent:

J. P. and Pat

HAVANA - A Negro wearing the American Black Panther uniform of a black beret, black jacket and beads, hl-Jacked a National
Airlines 727 jet with 65 persons aboard yesterday and forced It to
fly to Havana.
The flight originated In Houston and had taken off from New Orleans for Miami. It was the third National plane to be hijacked to Cuba
this year, and the 13th commercial airline to be forced to the Caribbean island In 1968.

Congratulations

SNAKE
CONGRATULATIONS

Pinning

Black Panther hijacks plane

Aro Lovin'

Every Tuesday

Marriages
Diane and Rusty
Diane arti Mike
Donna and Jim
Jean and Jim
Barb and Larry
Rhoda and Jim

from the Associated Press

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
PLEDGES SAY:

Engagements
Denise and Ed
Jan and Dave
Gwen and Ron
Pat and Ron
Laura and Bob

"BAZ00MBA"
TENNIS E's

Lavalienngs
Nancy and Rich
Jean and Bill

You Gave Us Another First
How 'bout Another Championship

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
&

INTERESTED STUDENTS
Tilt Undergraduate Alumni Association invites all
interested students to ■ meetinf on

Monday, Nov. 4 at 7:00 P.M.
in the Education Building rm. 115.
Students wishing to find out the function & purpose off this dynamic
organization, which is now accepting applications for membership,
are urged to attend.

Art finding
talk topic
A discovery made in a London
art museum was the subject of
the speech Thursday night in the
Fine Arts Bldg.
Wlllard Misfeldt, professor in
art history, lectured on "Sliver
and Gold: A Correspondence Between 17th Century Silversmithing and Painting."
It was based on a discovery
he made while in London doing
research in 19th century art.
He was taking a break from reading, and was Just wandering through
the silver department of the Victoria- Albert Museum, when he
"happened to look into the case,
and there it was," Misfeldt said.
The "it" was a Standing Salt
Seller, made In 1624 of silver
and gold by Franssoys Elioet, an
obscure Dutch silversmith.
Misfeldt knew he had seen It before, but it wasn't until he thought
of paintings that It dawned on him
exactly where.
In the City Art Museum of St.
Louis hangs a picture of a salt
seller by Pleter Claesz—an obscure Dutch painter. He painted it
in 1643, nearly 20 years after the
silversmith had made the object.
Misfeldt said, "Claesz must
have known about Elioet's silver
and gold salt seller, but there Is
no way of being certain if he knew
the silversmith personally, or was
just acquainted with his work."
He dug through both museums'
archives to find out if anyone had ,
ever noticed the connection between the salt seller and the painting. No one had.
"The Victoria-Albert peered
down their long thin noses and said,
•Oh, really,' '• but the St. Louis
museum was very interested in the
connection, Misfeldt said.
His paper, originally presented
to the Midwest College Art Conference last month, deals with a
small topic. However, its importance lies In the revelation of a hidden piece of art history.

Open forum
An open forum entitled
"Election, Strikes, God and
the other things" will be held
at 4 p.m.
today In the Rotunda of the Student Services
Bldg. The speaker will be
James Cllne who is sponsored
by the Student Council.
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classifieds
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday.

preferred. For lnio, call 3538204, ask for Becky or come to
215 Manvllle, Apt. #5.

FOR SALE

Girl needed to share Apt. 2nd &
3rd qrt. 352-7932.

Need girl to share Apt. 2nd & 3rd
qrt. 353-4421 or 352-5667 after 3.

The "6 Trick or Treaters" thank
the D.G.'s for your warm hospitality—Dave, Deano, Wayne, Mickey, Tom, Goober.
Phi Mu's—Thanks for the Great
Time—The "6 Trick or Treaters"
Wayne, Deano, Dave, Tom Mickey, Goober.
Part time help NEEDED evenings.
Hourly rate. Apply In person,
Petti's Alpine Village, 117 N.
Main.

T.V. FOR SALE: Remote control
Zenith. Great shape for $40. Call
353-0155.

LOST AND FOUND

Must sell '67 Corvette and 650cc
TR Motorcycle. Make offer. 3904
after 4.

Brown fur coin purse, keys In It.
405 McDonald West. Nancy McAllister.

CUB Reporter: Trick or treating
at Howard's House was really
fun!! Mental Giant.

1960 Bulck LeSabre, 4-door Sedan. Excellent Mechanical cond.
New battery and plugs. Good tires,
seat belts.
Best offer. Call
353-4404 or BGSU ext. 3860.

LOST:
White fur Jacket with
black leather trim. Double breasted with black leather buttons. If
found return to Ice Arena or 211
Treadway.

D.U.—J.H. Sadness is my 6 wks.
almost up? J.P.—G.D.L

•67 Bulck GS. 340. Stick AIR.
Excellent cond. 353-1535.

LOST: 1966 Class ring—Gold—
Sandusky High. Initials D.W.F.
Contact Doug Foster, 326 Conklln.

Two rides available to Cleveland
Exit 9 on Friday anytime after
9:00. Contact Peggy ext. 2480.

1968 Spoke wheels for TR-4 or
M.G.A. Also new TR-4 Grille,
Gen. and Reg. Call John, 287-4007.

LOST: Gold and green shirt Jacket
10/26 In Ice Arena. 438 Darrow.

FOR RENT

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

A. P.O. Bloodmoblle multiple
choice? A, Ab, B, O negative.
November 6 and 7. Student Health
Center.

Suitable for 2 girls—507 West
Wooster, Phone 353-2711.
STADIUM VIEW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSKW, OPPOSITE BG
STADIUM, BG's FINEST NEW ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large 1-2-3
bedroom suites, 1 1/2-2 baths,
fully carpeted, alr-cond., swimming pool and cable TV. Rentals
from $135 Include all utilities except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS A
WEEK, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. FOR
INFORMATION CALL 352-5088,
BATES AND SPRINGER, INC.,
MANAGERS.
WANTED: 1 male to share Apt.
2nd and 3rd quarters. 352-4603.
1 girl needed to share apt. (2
blocks from campus) 2nd & 3rd
quarters. Liberal-minded person

Linda—I'm so glad to have you for
my big. Alpha Chi Love, Holly.
We're out for Blood. Canyo meet
the challenge? Campus Bloodmobile November 6 and 7.
Nel: The greatest R. A. everl The
girls In 409 Treadway.

SUSAN L. WILLIAMSON: You're
still very much loved. The Burglar.
Congratulations Glove for kidnapping all (31) Slg Ep Pledges. Roommate Geewich.
Jerry: People who wear suede
Jackets shouldn't blow bubbles.
M.L.
The Green Onion Is King of the
Vegetable Patch.

2 PERFORMANCES

S.C.I—New student group. We're
on the move—(What's S.C.I.?)

OLIVIER
OTHELLO
A BHE PRODUCTION
M S'J STAMHNt

MAGGIE

JOYCE

FRANK

SMITH
■ REDMANand
FINLAY
txrenpw
nooxref
SIUARTBURGE ANIHOfJYHAVELOCK-AUANm)
IfTHNRRAROURNE
„

Alpha Delt's: How did you like
your Thursday morning Halloween
surprise? The Pledges.
Whizz—We're sorry. Good things
do come In small packages!
On one has enough rank to mess
With TEKES—Right Old man?
Grog loves Kumquats and Pumpkins.
Roses are Red; Violets are Blue;
Sorry John, Jan's Got you. Kerry,
Dan, Swanny, Baby Brother.
Slg Eps—We'll be the caboose any
time!
Alpha Chi Pledges.

Make Your
Appointments Now
For Your Xmas Portrait
HOWARDS
PHOTOGRAPHY
432 E. Wooster

354-5702

S. M. 0. C.
(Small Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

®

Congrats Hot Dog (Kris) and Rick
on your lavallerlngl
Beth.

Little Owls: Thanks for two great
times Friday. Slg Pledge Class.
MIKE: You have been elected to
the Happiest Birthday. KLYK.
COME AND SING! A.W.S. allcampus Hootenanny Friday Nov.
8, 8:00. Bring a friend, a date,

Congrats Pres! I'm proud of you!
Bon.
Mooney 113—Sue, beware of my
future Intentions. Love, Lesyle.
_
Need 3rd male roommate for 2nd
and 3rd quarters. Phone 353-3315.
Sorry that the Delta Upsllon Pledges had to win the Big Little Game.
Mary, Ruth, and Judy-Congrats

U

Deltf ?£
55**85
IT£
Your Alpha
Gam Actives.
Delta.

THINK THIS AD OVER AFTER
YOU READ IT. Quarters have
called for more study hours. We

campus
calendar
FRENCH CLUB
the Crogon Room
of the University Union at 7 p.m.
tonight,
W1U meet ln

SOCIOLOGY CLUB
ln 17
Williams Hall
tommorrow at 6:15 p.m.
wm

W1U

m et

„_„,.

DEI

_. „„.

SKmiSm Ser-

^ces Building tommorrow at 7:30
p.m. Key pictures will be taken.

wm

SKI CLUB
tonlrt,t in 115 Fd-

meet

nnt W!S '.IT' £•&£■ u«u°" 5BUBF■£

DILLY ROOM above the C.I. It's

?!l!Iet...afdHPrly?;te'«COme °n ^T
Stage* tL SS&LTS &
brary. IF YOU ARE THIRSTY,
A DIME WILL BUY A LOT MORE
THAN A COKE. OPEN MONDAY
AND TUESDAY 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
STARTING TODAY, NOV. 5. COME
ALONE OR BRING A STUDY
DATE.
Delta Upsllon Pledges would like
to congratulate the actives ln good
game over Zeta Beta Tau.

wANVEDr^Tbe-c;^-^
of Engtae ^PPlng." WW pay
m price of $2.00.
joi-4»54.

Call Dick-

FRE

E UNIVERSITY
atZ m1664 »""" ^"^
" '
JUNIORS
Elementary Education majors
assigned to Dr. Vergil Ort are
to meet ln 218 Education building
tommorrow at 3-4 or 6 p.m. for
pre-registration.
STUDENT COURT
An^»M Interested in becoming

c
Trir «0-

snjszs

student Actlvltles Office, fourth
floor student ^ ^^ by
4 p-nu

tommorrow.

Go Horseback Riding. FALCONS
RANCH.
Weekdays $2.00/hour.

QHLJBEB
Wd. & Thurs. Nov. 6-7
at 7:30 p.m. - Adm. $2.00
AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF THE
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREAT BRITAIN
LAURENCE

Great Pumpkin: We' re glad to have
you back. Signed Delta U. Pledges.

or your "little" to the Student
Service Forum for an evening of
fun.

LOU LaRICHE, INC.

920 Plan at Route 224 East
Flndlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SE.RVICE - MONDAY »
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.
(opp. Ft Flndlay Shopping Center)

Give your
contact lenses
a bath
tonight
In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be. you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses'And soaking your contact's' fn '
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your Tens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
n the eye's fluids. That's because
Jjil Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
gH^^ which means that it blends with
I^M^R the natural fluids of the eye
■

Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine. from the
Murine Company, Inc.
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School of Music presents
'music happening' program
A unique music "happening" Involving film, tape, theatrical staging and lighting, Jazz and free
Improvisation, will be narrated
by Dr. Donald M. Wilson In a free
public program at 8:15 tomorrow
night In the Recital Hall, school
of music.

the methods used to organize the
work and the techniques of "lnterdetermlnancy"—chance music
and Improvisation.

Judith Arndt, Ronald Follas and
Alan Maximuk, 19G8 graduates,
will present the first public performances of their recently writ-,
ten compositions. The three studled composition under Dr. Wilson,
an Instructor In the School of Music.
The program will open with
"Doubles," a gam* pitting a clarinet and bassoon against a viola
and contrabass. Dr. Wilson, scorekeeper and referee for the contest,
wrote the piece four years ago
while he was studying under composer Gunther Schuller.
A five-man Jazz group will play
James Swearlngen's two - part
"Registrations." During the performance, Dr. Wilson will discuss

"Oceta," a
composition by
Ronald Follas for any combination
of four Instruments, will receive
two variations: the first by a
quartet of flute, clarinet, contrabass and piano; the second by four
Jazz Instruments. Mr. Follas Is
currently director of bands at
Liberty Center High School.
Pianist Joseph Jacoby will perform Judith Arndt's "Music for
Piano and Tape Recorder." The
composition will be accompanied
by a collage of sounds gathered
and recorded by Miss Arndt, a
faculty member at Otsego High
School.
Concluding the program will be
an elaborate three-part film directed by Alan Maxlmuk, a graduate student at Kent State University. A group Improvisation under
the direction of Dr. Wilson will
accompany the film.

President states policies:

AWS not legislative body
By DEBBY RENCH
Staff Writer
"We don't want to be a body to
tell the women students what to do;
we want the women to use the
Association of Women Students for
what they want," said Beatrice F.
Smith, president of AWS, In explanation of the changing role of
AWS at Bowling Green State University.
"The changing role of AWS can
be seen In the initiation of the nohours policy and our concern for
dormitory autonomy," said Miss
Smith. She added that the role of
AWS is now that of a soundingboard for the problems of the women residents.
AWS is no longer a legislative
body, according to Miss Smith.
All legislation is now made by the
individual residence halls.
Miss Smith said, however, that
women's dormitories without government are not represented in
AWS. "Since AWS is Just a sounding-board and not a legislative
body, the residents of dormitories
without government can bring their
problems to any of our meetings,"
she said.

The function of AWS in the past
has been a questionable one, in
Miss Smith's opinion. "AWS has
never been in a position before to
be able to do anything," she said.
At the same time, AWS never used
the means of accomplishment
which were available to It, Miss
Smith said.
"I intend to utilize every part of
AWS.
We have seven standing
committees that have never been
used before. We also have some
very competent officers, and I'm
going to give them something to
work for," she said.
The goal which Miss Smith has
set for herself and the officers of
AWS is the evaluation of the purpose of AWS. "By the end of the
year we'll be able to evaluate the
true purpose of AWS by the success of the new residence hall
policies and by the feeling women
students have toward our Ideas,"
she said.
Miss Smith was amazed at the
interest which the women have
shown in AW S. " In the past there's
been a lack of Interest among the
members of the executive board
of AWS. But now we have some

fantastic officers and committee
members who really want to work,"
she said.
Women students in residence
halls also have shown an increasing Interest in AWS. Those women
living in dormitories with governments were given the privilege
of drafting their own consltutlons.
AWS set up guidelines for the
women to follow, but as Miss
Smith said, "The women really
had to dig to draw up their constitutions."
The constitutions which the women drafted received Miss Smith's
wholehearted approval. "The women really worked a lot, and they
came up with some great Ideas,"
she said.
Although the role of AWS is
changing, Miss Smith feels that
there Is still a definite need for
the organization. A body such as
AWS is needed to Institute the
changes which women students
want and to keep check on the
new programs, said Miss Smith.
"There has to be a unifying force,
a safeguard for the women. AWS
Is going to be that force," she said.

Blood donors
apply today
The BGSU Blood Bank,
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, will be
held tomorrow and Thursday
In the Student Medical Center.
Appointments to donate
blood may still be made today
until 4 p.m. In the University
Activities Office or may be
made by calling extension
2231.
Donors may give blood from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow
and from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Thursday.
By giving a unit of blood,
you Insure yourself and your
Immediate family of receiving
blood In case of emergency
free of charge for one year
after you donate.

WANTEI
Me

Election results
broadcast tonight

I

to rock a boat!
You have made up your mind the kind of work you want to
do will not be cut-and-dried. You want to get into somelhing
with action; a chance to shake things up and make some
changes, and while you're at it contribute something toward
making this a better world
Why don't you look into P&G Sales Management?

At P&G we welcome change. We must change to meet
changing needs of our customers, or go out of business. And
we need individuals for Sales Management who can assume

leadership in showing us how to trade what we're doing now
for something better. We like boat-rockers!
As for the better world part of it—a leader is a leader, and
we're proud to say that in our Company, leadership doesn't
stop at the end of a business desk ... it overflows into the
community in which our people live and gets things done
there, too.
Procter & Gamble is an equal opportunity employer.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Mr. Pool and Mr. Lundberg will visit the Bowling Green campus on

NOVEMBER 11,1968
Regardless of your future military commitments, we should
like to discuss our company and its opportunities with you.
Register at the Placement Office in the Student Services
Building for interviews on November 11.

Election results will be televised by WBGU-TV, Channel 70
beginning tonight and lasting until
the out-come Is definite.
Channel 70 will concentrate on
the local and state races, especially results from Wood and Hancock counties. Separate figures
for national candidates and the
bond Issues will be given from
each county.
WBGU-TVs mobileunit will be
located at the Wood County Courthouse in Bowling Green for first
hand Interviews and results.
Reporters will be stationed at
the Hancock County Courthouse
In Findlay to telephone reports
of election returns to the station.
A look at the candidates tapes
of past statements will be presented on this program by viewing
earlier Candidates and Issues programs.

Two students attend
departmental meetings
The University's sociology department has enlisted one graduate student and one undergraduate
student to sit in on its staff meetings, according to Dr. Joseph Balogh, department chairman.
It Is the first department on
campus to have student representatives at staff meetings. Though
neither student has a vote, the
purpose of the seating is to get
students more Involved in seeing
how the department functions and
to let their opinions be aired at
the time of decision making.
Students named include Bill Seaton, a senior In sociology, and
Roger Hicks, a graduate student
in sociology.
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Film focuses
on
Klein ideas
The Ku Klux Klan, a phenome-

Interview
schedule
BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT
RECUITING SCHEDULES
Nov. U
Procter & Gamble Company;
Case Western Reserve University
(afternoon only); J.L. Hudson Company; Monsanto Research Corperatlon; The Hlgbee Company;
W.T. Grant Company.
Nov. 12
Armco Steel Corporation; International Paper; Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company; Republic Steel
Corporation; Owens-Illinois, Inc.;
U.S. Plywood Corporation; Social
Security Administration; National
Bank of Detroit; Packaging Corporation of America; Veterans Admin. Hospital; U. S. Army; The Hlgbee Company; Vlck Chemical.
Nov. 13
Owens-nilnols, Inc.; Cleveland
Clinic; Meaden & Moore; B.F.
Goodrich Company; New York Life
Insurance Company; Rlke Kumler
Company; Alcoa; Cincinnati Gas
& Electric Company.
Nov. 14
General Electric Company; Hess
& Clark; Prlce-Waterhouse; Manufacturer's National Bank; R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company; GUdden-Durkee Company; Youngstown
Sheet & Tube Company; Selberllng
Tire & Rubber Company; Bureau
of Federal Credit Unions; Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric
Company ; The Wlckes Corpora-

tlon; U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty
Company.
Nov. 15
Consumers Power Company;
Union Carbide Corporation- Consumer Products; Federal Reserve
Bank of Dayton; Raytheon Company; Penn Central Railroad; First
National Bank of Dayton; Raytheon
Company; Burke Marketing Research; Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart; John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company; Belden Corporations; Montgomery-Ward, Inc.
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
RERUTING SCHEDULES
Nov. 11
Helntzen Public School Dlstrlc
Michigan (evening also); Hamilton
City School District, Ohio; Parma
City Schools, Ohio; Saglnaw Public
Schools, Michigan; Toledo City
Schools (evenings also).
Nov. 12

Hartford Board of Education,
Connecticut (evening also).
Nov. 13
Hartford Board of Education,
Connecticut (morning only).
Nov. 14
Oregon City Schools, Ohio; Los
Angeles City School District, California.

Student Council notes
Thursday night Student Council passed an amendment providing
for Student and Trafflce Court Justices. Interested persons may
submit their name to 405 Student Services Bldg. by 5 tonight and
appear tomorrow at 7 p.m. In 112 Life Science Bldg. for an Interview before Student Council.
A resolution was also passed to Investigate all campus organizations to eliminate any discriminatory clauses from their constitutions or have official recognition be withdrawn. A bill
recommending student participation on selection of University
administrators was passed. Finally, a proposal asking for the
Rathskeller to be open twenty-four hours a day all week was
passed.
This week Student Council will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. In 112
Life Science Bldg.
Petitions may be picked up In 405 Student Services Bldg. for
anyone Interested in advising the academic department In which he
Is majoring. This Is a valuable opportunity for Interested students
to become Involved In the policy making of the academic community.

non In white racism In America,
will be the focus of three film
.discussions in dormitories tonight and tomorrow night.
Tonight, the film "The Invisible Empire," a release from the
CBS network, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. at McDonald North, and
at 10 p.m. at Harshman.
Discussions led by Dr. Robert
Gulon, chairman of the psychology
department, the Rev. Loyal Bishop,
BG human relations board, the Rev.
Roger Stutsman, Haskins Church,
Dr. Henry Gerner, director of
UCF, and the Rev. Gene Kell assistant director of UCF, will be
held after the film showing.
Wednesday, the film will be
shown throughout Krelscher Quadrangle.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN STARTING
YOUR CAREER IN . . .

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
A GOOD INCOME WHEN
YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT AHD STILL
HAVE A CAREER 20 YEARS
FROM TODAY?

'Industrial Sales
* Production Management
industrial Relations (MBA only)
*Transportation

Nov. 15
Lakevlew Public Schools, Michigan; Huron School District, New
Boston, Michigan.

On November 12 Packaging Corporation would
like to talk with you about opportunities
in these fields.
Kdward G. Murphy, C.L.U.
General Manager of
Toledo General Office
for
New York Life Insurance Co.

WOMEN ONLY
Excellent opportunity for college grads (no specific major required) to enter a Management Training Program, designed
to give experience In marketing research interviewing, supervisory responsibilities within 3-6 months and opportunity for
further advancement in the future. Relocation In Cincinnati,
Ohio. Extensive travel throughout the U.S. . Representative
will be on campus November 15. Contact the Office of Career
Planning and Placement to schedule Interview.

Additional information is available at the
Placement Office. Reserve your interview
period now!

will be interviewing graduating students for sales and
management
careers at the
student placement office on
Wednesday, November 13th.
Call the placement officer for
an interview.

BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH, INC.

Packaging

|3

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

A Ma/or Coii'ltonrnf of Iptvfco lite

GENERAL OFFICES . EVANSTON. ILLINOIS

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT

HIGBEES
CLEVELAND OHIO
DOWNTOWN AND ALL SUBURBAN STORES

Begin working at the end of exams.

Earn extra money

and enjoy shopping with a 70% discount.

Pick up

an application and make

your appointment for an interview in the Placement Office

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7th 9-12 1-6 7-9
Paid Training Period Friday, November 29th Aad Saturday, November 30th
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Joyce Miller killed as car,
train hit near campus
Joyce Elaine Miller, 21, of Rt.
3, Bowling Green, wife of David
Miller, Key Editor, was killed yesterday at 8:02 p.m. In a cartrain collision at the unllghted Poe
Road - New York Central Railroad crossing. The crossing Is
at the north end of Bowling Green,
near the University airport.
Mrs. Miller was pronounced
dead at the scene by County Coroner, Dr. Roger Peatee, according
to city policemen.
She was alone in the car when

^

^
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it collided with a 93-car northwesterly bound freight train engineered by H. F. Burson of Urbana, O., police reported.
Burson told police he did not
see any motor vechlcle lights as
he approacked the crossing at about
40 miles per hour. After impact,
the train continued down the tracks
about one-half mile toward Newell
Street before It stopped. The engineer was not detained by police after
making his statement.

The crossing was not termed a
hazardous one by investigating police Lt. D.G. Wilcox.
"I believe she simply failed to
see the train," the Lt. said.
Mrs. Miller was employed by the
University in the computer analsis center at the Administration
Building.
She was the 42nd traffic fatality for Wood County this year and
the second fatality this month, according to the State Highway Patrol.

WESTERN UNION
W. P. MARSHALL
C"'i«M'» or T"» Beano

TELEGRAM
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University debaters to face
championship Scottish team
University debate will take on
International proportions Thursday as two championship forensic
teams, one from Scotland, Victor
MacColl and James Hutchlnson,
pair off against BG's top-rated
Charles Collins and Robert Mlchalskl. They will debate whether
politics and honesty are compatible.
The Scots will be making their
first visit to America for the meet
at 8 p.m., ln the Grand Ballroom
of the University Union, said Dan
Millar, director of University forenslcs.
MacColl is 24 years old and
holds a B.A. degree in pollUcal
science from the University of
Strathcylde. He was president of
the Conservative Club at the university and became the chairman
of the Federation of Conservative
Students, the largest political student organization ln the United
.kingdom.

Hutchlnson Is 20 years old, majoring in politics. After graduation
he plans a career in television
journalism.
At the university he became the
youngest editor of the school paper
and now is the director of University Publications. He has also
served as president of the University Liberal Party.
Collins and Mlchalskl are both
juniors, speech majors, and varsity debaters.
They are award winning debaters
ln both the U.S. and Canada.
Mlchalskl has debated at York
University in Toronto on the question of US-Canadian Involvement
ln the Vietnam war.
This meet is being sponsored
In conjunction with the University's Union Lecture and Debate
Review Committee of the Union
Activities Office, said Millar.
Coffee will be served free in the
Ballroom after the debate for the
audience.

Victor MacColl

James Hutchinson

iGRADUATING SENIORS BOWLING GREEN STATE UN IV
OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING 4 PLACEMENT SERVICE*
BOWLING GREEN OHIO (RTE BO DLR MON ) =
=DEAR SENIORS, THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
PRESENTLY HAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOWLING GREEN
CRADUATES IN MANY AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION. I WOULD
SINCERELY LIKE THE OPPORTUNITY TC TALK WITH YOU ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WHEN I RECRUIT
AT BOWLING GREEN ON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1?. YOU MAY SIGN UP
NOW FOR INTERVIEWS AT THE PLACEMENT 0FFICE=
ROBERT P KING DISTRICT MGR
Wl'IMIIll'.-CHI
SOCIAL SECURITY ADM I N I STRAT 10N="c'""NO'" *""'"

McKay chosen to act
as advisory member

The rapid
growth of
Michigan's
World Famous Department
Store, will
create management opportunitiesfor
graduates with bachelor or masters degree
in business, marketing,
management, economics, or related fields. If
you want to go places
... like a quick pace
. . . and an endless
challenge, see your
Placement Office for information about our
Management Training
Program and the date
our representatives
will be on campus.

Robert E. McKay, director of
financial aids, was chosen recently
to serve on a newly-formed advisory committee to the American
College Testing (ACT) Program
Financial Aid Services and was
elected to a two-year term as
president of the student financial
aid section of the Ohio College
Association (OCA).
McKay was chosen as a member
of the ACT advisory committee because of his long experience lnthe
field of financial aids.
He has been director of financial
Aids at the University since 1953.
The ACT advisory committee,
composed of university financial
aid directors, was established to
evaluate a college student's Individual financial needs. As a
member of this committee McKay
will suggest revisions and new
standards in the evaluation program as well as evaluate student
needs.
The evaluation of the student's
finances is done after the ACT

Don't protest
says Thieu
SAIGON (AP) - Rallies called
by the government and by militant
Roman Catholics ln Saigon to support President Nguyen Van Thieu's
boycott of the Paris peace talks
stirred up a threat Tuesday of
anti-American demonstrations.
Marine guards at the U.S. Embassy were reinforced.
Thieu warned against violence
in a radio-television broadcast
ysterday even while emphasizing
thai he intended to stand pat and
appealing for popular backing.
"Do not waste your strength
ln demonstrating," he urged his
people. "This is the time we must
be steady and not let the enemy
profit from our acts."
The last anti-American demonstrations ln Saigon came ln the
summer of 1960.

Family financial Statement form
Is completed by the student's parents. From the information provided on the form, the committee
determines the amount of financial
aid to be supplied by the college,
relative to the incomes of the student and his parents.
ACT test scores are used by
universlUes to determine the dlstrlbuUon of scholarships. BGSU
assists those who score ln the
upper five or ten per cent of a
high school graduating class.
The Ohio College Association
Is an organization with members
from every college and university in Ohio. It is divided into
departments corresponding to administrative departments of a
college or university. Each department is divided into sections
representing specific areas ln administration.
These sections are formed to
discuss problems common to each
particular section and to assist
each member who needs Individual
help.

As president of the student financial aid section, McKay Is
forming two new committees to
act as advisory bodies.
The Committee for Professional
Advancement will function to give
advice and assistance to new people
ln the field of financial aid and to
help established members with
their administrative problems.
The Com -nlttee for High School
Contact will review and study methods for high school guidance
counselors to better acquaint high
school students with financial aid
programs.
McKay explained that many high
school students are unaware of
flanclal aid programs or of the
methods of application for assistance.
McKay received a B.A. and M.S.
ln physics from Ohio State University. He had been associate
professor of physics at BGSU beginning ln 1944 until taking his
present position as director of
Financial Aids ln 1953.
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Karateshow planned
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) In cooperation with the
University Karate Club will present Karate exhibition at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, Nov. 7 , In the forum
area of the Students Services Bldg.
Various demonstrations of karate will be presented by both the

FORMATION •■ Members of the
University Karate Club prepare for Thursday's exhibition.

Karate Club and several black
belts from the Toledo area. Freestyle sparring, a recent Innovation In Karate, develops fast reflexes, an alert mind, and a flexible, responsive body.
Anyone can Join at any time by
coming to one of the regular
classes, the tlm» and place of the
next meeting will be announced
after the exhibition.
Alsoa on display at this exhibition will be many of the weapons and equipment employed In
this defensive area. Admission is
free and open to the public.

THE KELLOGG COMPANY

Area clergy's draft advice
By JENNY R30T
Staff Writer
(Editor's Note: This Is the
first In a series of News Interviews with area ministers
concerning the draft.)
Every man turning 18-yearsold faces the draft. Many of them
are faced with this, a momentous
decision, Involving religious as
well as personal conflicts.
Four area ministers expressed
themselves on how they counsel
young men seeking answers to how
to face the draft—If at all.
Today, Dr. Henry Gerner of the
United Christian Fellowship (UCF)
explains his philosophy.
He said, "If a young man comes
to him for counseling not knowing
how he feels, he tries to talk with
him about conscience.
"We discuss what he would be
willing to die for, and his personal
values. I do not try to convlce
him to be a Conscientious Objector. I simply try to get on his
conscience level and draw out
vhere his conscience Is. I am
prepared to work with guys who
are ready to go. I try to get guys
who are "hung-up" to get "unhung."
Dr. Gerner says one of his toughest Jobs Is talking with a guy who Is
reaUy Just trying to dodge the draft.
"I find It personally distasteful to
work with this type of man. However, he is a citizen and he does
have rights," Dr. Gerner said.
"I advise him on legal rights
and legal penalties, "he said. "The
law has a number of provisions.
By using these provisions, a young
man won't have to go to the armed
forces."
"Dodging or the use of provisions must be considered from a
prospective," Dr. Gerner said.
" Draw a parallel between securing
Information on Selective Service
and securing Information on Income tax. I don't know many people who mind getting counseled on
how to get as many Income tax
deductions as possible."
In both cases, the Individual has
an obligation to fulfill the law,
Dr. Gerner said. If a man really
believes war Is right and believes
he should serve, his decision
should not be delayed.
Dr. Gerner said fighting takes
a great deal of courage, but being
a conscientious objector also takes
courage.
"The community sustains a
I fighter much more than a CO.,"
he said.
'If a man is convinced war Is
I "mmoral, how can he live with
himself if he goes?" Dr. Gerner
iasked.
'We really can't talk about JusI tlce in terms of war until we talk
[about the background of war," Dr.

Gerner said. "What have been
the thought of churches on war?"
Dr. Gerner said a person must
decide If his decision to serve Is
based on patriotism or the will of
God.
"One must ask the essential
question, 'What is God's will?' not

'what is my country's will,' " Dr.
Gerner said.
"We can follow the national will
only if it corresponds with God's
will," Dr. Gerner said. "A mature decision must be made concerning the question. To make a
mature decision, we must know all
the alternatives."

of
Battle Creek, Michigan

the world's largest producer of ready-to-eat cerals
will be interviewing on campus:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
We are particularly interested in ACCOUNTING
majors for STAFF AUDITING. We would also like
to talk to majors in MATHEMATICS, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS STATISTICS,
GENERAL BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT about openings in INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING.

Sign up for an interview
at the Placement Office.
Kellogg's Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

Join Some Of Your Alumni
Fe oral Reserve Bank Of Cleveland
Juan Ignacio Macia, Margarita Calahorra, Juan Carlos Uviedo in
Los Intereses Creados by J. Benavente.

Spanish theater
present show Nov. II
The Spanish theater company of
Delfor Peralta from Madrid will
appear on campus for a one-show
presentation of'EstaNoche...
Teatro" at 3 p.m. on Monday,
Nov. 11.
Representative scenes that survey the development of Spanish
drama from sixteenth century to
present and introductorycom-

More about

Polls

(Continued from Page 1)
tired general said this "suggested
to many people that the President
acted hastily, perhaps seeking to
Influence the election."
"But again," Eisenhower said,
"Mr. Nixon withheld criticism. I
suggest that this statesmanlike
conduct warrants national commendation."

Mid-year opportunities ia Hamilton, Ohio:
industrial arts, math,
English and speech,
elementary

Representative on campus
November 11

mentarles in both English and
Spanish should make this program
valuable for the general audience,
according to Dr. Michael J. Flys,
chairman of the department of Romance Languages which is sponsoring the group.
Tickets will be on sale In the
lobby of the University Union every day this week and, if available, at the door of the Main
Auditorium In University Hall the
evening of the performance. Prices
are: $5 for sponsor's contribution, $3 for regular admission and
$2 for students.

Economists

Graduate Degree

Research Assistants

Undergraduate - Economics
B. A. - Journalism, etc.

Bank Examiners

Undergraduate Degree
Courses: Accounting,
Banking and Finance,
Financial Statement Analysis

Traveling Monday through

Friday
Secretaries

Secretarial Degree
2 - year -- 4 - year

Trainees

Degree: B. A. • A. B. B. S. -- Interested in Banking

Opportunities in Department Store Management

m

DAYTON. OHIO 45401

Division of Federated Department Stores, Inc.
If you are interested in:
The excitement and creativity of a buying career, some
travel, selection of merchandise, supervision of people,
and daily challenges.
A stimulating, fast paced career with compensation commensurate with ability and responsibility
Contact
The Placement Office, sign-up for an interview, and talk
with our representative November 13th.
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Negro bibliography at Library
University Library copies of the
Negro bibliography are still being
distributed to students and faculty
members for their use and are
available at the Library service
desks.
Mrs. Sara McCain, humanities
librarian In the research Information department, and Mrs. Angola Poulous, assistant head of
the college Information department
in the college library, have worked
together for approximately two
months to make this service available.
The bibliography Includes selections taken from a much larger
collection on Negro culture. Mrs.
Poulous said that Mrs. McCain
and herself chose from a collection about five times larger than
theirs.
Much of the work Involved In
compiling the Information and mater alb for the bibliography was

a combined effort.
They did split some of the work,
as Mrs. McCain was In charge of
the humanities and Mrs. Poulous,
the social sciences. In the very
end, they consulted each other on
each Item selected.
Planning and compiling materials for the bibliography began Just
shortly after a workshop attended
by Mrs. Poulous in July. It is
necessary that students be aware
of the availability of such materials, Mrs. Pouslous pointed out.
Those attending the workshop on
bibliography and resources for the
study of the American Negro were
mostly librarians with a few archivist and some historians.
Mrs. McCain said the bibliography's purpose or benefit to the
student Is to show how many
sources of information on the Amerlcan Negro the Library has.
Courses on the culture of the

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Beginning Salary - $7500
INTERVIEWING TEACHERS ON
7 00 p.m. to 9 00 p.m., November 19, 1968
9 00 a.m. to 5 00 p.m., November 20, 1968
Applicants should want challenging work in low income areas.
Information and applications are available from Dr.
Rose Marie Schmidt, 476 Schools Center Bldg., 5057
Woodward, Detroit, Michigan 48202.
See your placement office for openings

American Negro planned for the
future will find the bibliography
very useful in their studies. A
course In Negro oratory has already suggested the use of the
bibliography for references.
An article on the bibliography
and Mrs. McCain and Mrs. Poulous is in the latest Issue of
Library Journal, according to Dr.
A. Robert Rogers, Library director. Dr. Rogers also said that
some requests have been made
from outside the University for
copies of books listed in the bibliography.
The bibliography on "Negro Culture" was published by the Bibliographical Research Center of the
Bowling Green State University
Library of which Dr. Lubomyr R.
Wynar is the head. A total of
1,700 copes were printed for distribution.

WTJ leaving?
'Only rumors '
The rumors on campus that Dr.
William T. Jerome in Is leaving
the University at the end of this
school year are false according
to John G. Lepp, assistant to the
president.
Lepp said these rumors may
have been started because President Jerome has received offers
from other universities .
"Almost every man in his position will be asked If he Is available for another position," Mr.
Lepp com Tiented.
Lepp added that Dr. Jerome,
who is In his sixth year as president Is not considering any other
position, and if he did, he (Lepp)
would be surprised and disappointed.
Dr. Jerome said he Is not considering any other position at this
time and has made no plans to
leave Bowling Green.

Martho Reeves and the Vandellas

Tickets on sale for
Vandellas9 concert
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas wll 1 appear at 8 p.m. Saturday in Memorial Hall.
The singing group was presenter*
a music plaque In comedian Pli
Sllbers several years ago In recognition of the trio's "sizzling"
rock classic. "Heat Wave" was
nominated for a Grammy Award
as the best rhythm and blues record of the year.
Since then the group has produced five best selling albums and
13 hit singles. Some of their recent hits Include "Jimmy Mack,"
"Love Bug Leave My Heart

More about

Editor

We apologize
The BG News wishes to ex-1
tend
apologies to Michael
Stewart, former University||
graduate Instructor, whose
picture appeared on the front
page of the Oct. 24 edition of
this paper.
Mr. Stewart was asked to
I resign from his post as gradI uate instructor In Quantitative
Analysis and Control because,
I he alleges, the photo made
It appear to his superiors ?<
that he was asleep and neglectlng his duties.

Alone," "Honey Chile," and their
current release "I Can't Danct To
The Music That You're Playing."
Martha and the Vandellas have
made three trips abroad, twice
on tours of England and once around
the European concert circuit.
Tickets are now on sale In the
main lobby of the University Union
and also will be sold at the Ohio
University - Bowling Green football game and at the door Saturday.
The tickets are $2 for floor
seats, $2.50 for bleachers and
$3 for reserved seats.

(Continued from Page 1)
get anyone anything," he said.
"The staff members here get paid
regardless.
"Should someone be arrested for
the theft of the News, I think prosecution should be followed
through," he said. He Insisted
neither the News nor Its staff
members would be intimidated by
such acts.
"I don't feel this paper has to
Justify its actions, man the battlements every time someone comes

out against something we're for."
I line said he refused to get down
to their level and fight with them.
Throughout campus again today,
handmade posters and leaflets
were posted by some secret segment of the University community,
containing such slogans as:
"The BG News is biased and
slanted;" "Voice of Hanoi;" and
"Read the Hippie Register."
But it isn't bothering Thomas D.
nine, and according to Hlne, it's
not bothering the BG News either.

More about

Arena

EXCEPTIONAL EARNING OPPORTUNITY
for
Science teachers or science graduates to teach and
travel in a science lecture program of nuclear education presented in secondary schools throughout the
United States.
During each full week of travel, science educators
are paid $63 subsistence, $25 premium pay and lodging
cost plus a minimum base salary of $600 monthly.
Vehicle is provided (with credit card).

Playtexinvents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
,&—r=3
Why live in the past?

Qualifications:

Degree In science or science education.
Capable of extensive travel.
Good health and speaking ability.

Employment to begin In December, 1968, January,
1969 or July, 1969.
For application and further Information, write:
Personnel Office
OAK RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES

p. o. BOX in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
An Equal Opportunity Employer

(Continued from Page 1)
in the future policies of the ice
arna. If bond payments cannot
be met, the deficit must be made
up from student fees which will
affect all student activities.
The students taking health and
physical education courses Involving ice activities have helped
considerably. There are 300 more
students using the Ice facilities
than last year at this time. Curling has been a major disappointment but is expected to pick up
this year and student leagues are
planned to be organized.

More about

Council

(Continued from Page 1)
"If the local fraternities are
liberal enough to accept men from
any race or religion, they shouldn't
be held down by their national
chapter," said Prout.
"This bill Is not designed to
force Negroes into Joining fraternities, but if they want to, they
will at least have the choice,"
said Prout.
Prout explained in his resolution
that fraternities should end discrimination or be In the process
of ending It by September of 1969.
"If the University doesn't enforce the edict, the Student Council could direct one of It's members to help take legal action."
Prout said.
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Sports roundup Depth revealed as strongpoint
Kicker wanted by Packers
GREEN BAY, Wls. (AP) Wanted: Competent field goal kicker; good pay tor seasonal work
from July to hopefully mid-January.
The Packers, defending National
Football League and Super Bowl
champions, slipped below .500
again Sunday when Mac Perclval's
free kick with 26 seconds left
gave the Chicago Bears a 13-10

victory.
Since Don Chandler retired following the Super Bowl, the Packer's kicking game has suffered.
Sunday it was atrocious.
Erroll Mann, the latest of many
Green Bay kickers this season,
missed two field goals from 29
and 44 yards out Chuck Merceln,
a running back, missed one of the
two he tried.

Jurgensen haunted by Carl
MINNEAPOLIS St. Paul (AP) If Washington's Sonny Jurgensen
had time to steal a glance beyond
the savage pass rush, the Vikings
secondary Sunday was as crowded
as a Minnesota pine forest.
There were occasions when Jurgensen looked. If he had a moment,
and saw no line backers - but
seven defensive backs.
It was Minnesota Coach Bud
Grant's way of containing the Redskin passing attack and It worked
Into a 27-14 victory
The defense was designed by

Vikings secondary coach Jim Car r,
who played with Jurgensen at
Washington before Joining the Minnesota coaching staff.
Speedsters Bobby Bryant anu
Charlie West came In for the outside linebackers and Dale Hackbart
took the spot at middle guard In
the defense.
The Vikings used the two linebackers except on rare occasions.
When a long yardage situation faced
the Redskins the linebackers took
the bench In favor of two more
backs.

Colts on top with Morroll
NEW YORK (AP) - "We used
to depend on John Unltas. We put
all our faith In him. If we were
down 10 points with two minutes
to go we figured he'd do It Now
we realize each man has to give
a little more."
John Mackey, Baltimore's fine
tight end, was trying to explain
the Colts' success Monday, without the services of Unltas.

Mackey was asked to compare
Earl MorralL, the backup man who
has been doing such a fine Job,
with Unltas.
"Earl's release Is a little slower and he doesn't read the defense
as fast as John, but he's doing
a great Job and we are winning.
John Isn't right yet. He doesn't
have the power.

Falcons edged by OU,
ends dual season 6-5
surprised that his runners came
so close to winning, pointed to
Nate Pantllat's fifth place finish
as a major reason for the near
upset. Pantllat, who has been the
number three man In the last
five meets, ran his best race of the
season and almost wrecked the
Bobcat strategy.
The winners, led by Bob Bertelson (3rd) an d Don Leeedy (4th)
had to settle for 6th, 7th, 8th,
and 9th because of Pantllat. Unfortunately, the Falcons' 4th and
5th men, Cliff Kotnik and Harry
Ausderan, were not able to break
Into the Bobcat pack and took 11th
and 12th In the dual competition
between the MAC foes.
Central State also competed, finishing third In the triangular scoring, and losing 20-36 to the host
squad, which concluded their dual
competition with a 6-5 record.
Team captain, Talklngton, In
tying his sophomore teammate, Sid
Sink, for the individual honors,
shared the course record since
the course had never been run
before.

Most Bowling Green sports fans
are aware by now that a highlyfavored Ohio University football
team was almost beaten by Western Michigan at Kalamazoo Saturday afternooon, but fewer Falcon
followers know that the OU cross
country squad was almost upset
at BG Saturday morning.
The Bobcats, who placed second
In the All-Ohio championships,
edged the Falcons 28-31 despite
a first place tie between Sid Sink
and Paul Talklngton with a fivemile time of 25:35.9.
BG coach Mel Brodt, who was

in BG intrasquad hockey match

distance

his OU pursuer*.

(Photo by John Urbancik.)
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Why would Bic torment
this dazzling beauty?
Why?
To introduce
the most elegant
pen on
campus.

Expeniive new
Bic-Clic for
bio spenders

49*

Sigma Alpha Epsilon retained
possession of the intramural football championship trophy by rallying to defeat Delta Upsllon, 13-7
before about 200 boisterous students yesterday afternoon.
Ron Boose, the "News" business
manager, caught a touchdown pass
from SAE
quarterback Steve
Schneider, and that combination
clicked for the extra point too.
Schneider passed to Paul Barrett
for the winning touchdown with only
three plays remaining. Mike Hefty
was credited with all of DU's
points. DU's earned the rematch
of last year's teams, by downing
Zeta Beta Tau 26-12 last week.

••; BIC ci'C
Only Bic would dare to lormenl o beauty like this. Not Ihe girl...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic...designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socioliles who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant 81c Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
oil Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no motler what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
WoUimon Bi< Pen Coiporodon. Millord. Connecticut 06460

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
PRESIDENTS
DUE TO THE DELAY
IN THE STUDENT DIRECTORY
WE NEED YOUR HELP

The Bowling Green freshman
football team was defeated 43-6
last Friday by the University of
Michigan frosh.
The powerful
Michigan club completely dominated the contest by scoring 14
points in the first quarter and 16
more in the second period while
holding BG scoreless to take a
30-0 halftime lead.
The Michigan Frosh had 29 first
downs to 7 for Bowling Green and
Michigan had 321 net yards rushing
while BG had 20.
BG completed seven of 16 passes
and had three Intercepted. Falcon
QB Dick Davis completed 5 of 11
passes and had 2 passes Intercepted. Mark Pillar was the top
receiver for the Falcons catching
4 passes for 25 yards and Finis
Dalley caught one pass for 31
yards.
Stu Shestina did a fine Job of
punting as he was called upon to
punt nine times. He averaged 38
yards per kick with his longest
punt with DM aid of a strong wind
being 75 yards.

tilat uses a strong kick to out-

easy for me to pick a starting
squad, but it's harder than ever
now, with all the hard hitting I
saw out there."
The Hockey Club opens its regular season Nov. 13 at the Univ.
of Windsor, then opens Nov. 15
at home against St. Clalr College
(Canada), In a weekend series.

SAE's cop title

Freshmen gridders
stopped 43-6 by UM

STRONG FINISH -- Note Pon-

assist to Mike Root's first period
goal, along with Owen Freeman.
Root and Freeman are also both
freshmen, Root from Toledo and
Freeman from Windsor, Ont
"The boys certainly didn't take
It easy on each other tonight,"
said Coach Jack Vivian. "This
game was supposed to make it

Goalie Paul Galaskl had 26 saves
In the second period, but it wasn't
enough to save his Orange teammates from an 8-4 loss to the
Whites In the Hockey Club's Dad's
Day intrasquad game Friday night.
The Whites, led by Dennis Murphy, turned a close game into a
third period rout, outscorlng the
Orange 4-1 in that period. Murphy, a freshman from St. Clalr
Shores, Mich., had three goals,
two of them coming In the final
period.
Galaskl, freshman goalie from
Toronto, Ont, was shaken up In
the second period when a puck hit
him In the head and didn't play
In the third period. The Orange
team had 47 saves for the game,
to 11 for the White.
John Aikln, senior from Toronto,
Ont, led the Oranges In scoring,
with two goals, both of them coming
In the second period. The White
team could have pulled way out in
front that period, but failed to take
advantage of Orange penalties. Ken
Stamn, still had 1:30 to go on
a cross-checking penalty when the
period statred, then Jack Hoogeveen was called for interference
Just 44 seconds into the period.
Just 12 seconds after Stamm left
the penalty box, Alkln was called
for high sticking, putting the
Orange team down two players
again.
Galaskl's 26 saves held the score
down to 4-3 for the White at the
end of the second period. It had
been 3-1 after the first period
In favor of the White, with Ted
Sator. of New Hartford, Conn., opening the scoring with less than
two minutes gone In the game.
Freshman Sator later added an
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BLOCKED AGAIN -- John Oertel (11) who had three passes intercepted Saturday, has this one knocked down by Jerry Machovina (37).
THROUGH AGAIN -- Fred Mathews (26) bursts
through the Marshall line again, one of 29 car-

ries he made against the Herd. (Photos by Gregg
Daniels).

Offense clicks in 54-28
rout of hapless Marshall
quarterback John Oertel to Larry
By GARY DAVIS
Carter. Although the Herd never
Sports Editor
A week ago you couldn't buy a unwound enough to cause serious
break for the Falcons, but Satur- trouble through the air, this was
day they had them and more in a sorepolnt to Falcon defenders.
Oertel and sub Don Swlsher comcrushing Marshall 54-28.
The Falcons unleashed an over- bined to complete 17 of 39 tosses
whelming offensive attack that for 238 yards. Only Interceptions
powered them to an early 20-0 by Hick Perrln and Bill Demlng
lead with 4:32 left In the first helped to nullify the power of Marquarter. 'The win kept the Fal- shall's momentum of passing.
Perrln's first steal came at
cons rolling at a crisp 5-1-1
pace.
The Herd, unfortunately the 11 killing one Herd drive while
continues In the throes of the his interception In the second half
nations longest losing streak, 19. came at the BG 37 and he returned
Marshall did about everything this one to the Marshall 11. Demthey could and still not win. The lng's grab came at the Marshall
visitors managed 28 points against 32 and was followed by a Wlreman
a recognized stern Falcon de- toss to Bob Zimpfer to catch the
fense, Including 348 yards total still unsettled Herd defense for a
offense. A strong effort by the re- score and a 40-14 lead.
"We looked horrible on dejuvenated Falcon offense countered
fense,"
said Nehlen, "we were
all Marshall performances. Vern
Wlreman, subbing for the Injured
P.J. Nyitray, completed 11 of 23
tosses for 209 yards and a pair
of touchdowns.
"He did a good Job most of the
time," said coach Don Nehlen, "but
I was disturbed by the two Interceptions, he waited too long."
The tutor wasn't being pessimistic,
but he agreed that those interceptions took the glitter off of a
fine performance.
Complimenting the aerial efforts
of Wlreman was the strong support
from his front wall. "Most of the
time he received real fine protection," said Nehlen, "in fact
it's been pretty good all season."
Hounding out the strong offensive performance was the impressive totals netted on the ground.
Paced by Fred Mathews with 143
yards In 29 carries the Falcons
went on to rack up 272 yards.
Jim Meeker with 46, Honester Davidson with 31 and Ed Collettl with
30 yards combined to carry the
remainder of the rushing attack.
Vern Wlreman was facing a
third and nine situation In his first
series of the game when he tossed
a pass Into the right flats where
he found Fred Mathews. Fred
sidestepped one tackier and outraced a host of others carrying
the ball to the Marshall three.
The 66 yard Jaunt was followed
by Colettl's run and the Falcons
were on top with 13:29 left. This
was only the start of things to come
when Wlreman led the Falcons on
sustained drives of 38 and 56
yards for touchdowns on their next
two drives.
WHAT'S THIS — a strange role
Mathews who scored four touchdowns on the afternoon, went in for BG halfback Fred Mathews.
He started here to throw a
both times on those drives.
Marshall tallied their first halfback option pass, but was
points on a 37 yard pass play from forced to run for the yardage.

bad on the rush and the pass, it
was our poorest defensive showing
since I've been at Bowling Green."
He did admit however that he lnterweaved second stringers
throughout the lineup during the
afternoon. The starting unit yielded 155 yards In the Initial half
though, and appeared to be relaxing somewhat after being staked
to a 20-0 lead.
"I don't know, maybe we didn't
know what to do," said Nehlen
Jokingly about the defense playing
with such a hefty lead.
Marshall came back In the second half to close the gap to 26-14,
but It was followed up by another
BG score at 9:32. Demlng's interception on Marshall's first play after taking the ensuing klckof f, gave
the Falcons another quick shot at
scoring.
Wlreman to Zimpfer
made It 40-14,
Perrln followed with his 52 yard
interception return on the next
Marshall series and Bowling Green
took Just two plays to up the margin 47-14.
Marshall worked the fourth
quarter to add two touchdowns to
their credit on the second stringers of the Falcons. The Falcons
weren't through and added their
final touchdown with no time remaining to cap the contest 54-28.
Scores By Quarters
B.G.
20 6 21 7 Marshall
0 7
7 14 -

54
28

BG
M.
First Downs
26
18
Yards rushing
272
110
Yards passing
224
238
Net total yards
348
496
Passes attempted
39
26
completed
12
17
had intercepted 2
3
punts-average 5.39.6 8-37.9
Yards penalixed
82
67
fumbles - lost 4- 1 2-2

MAC standings
Ohio Univers iity
Miami
Bowling Green
Toledo
W. Michigan
Marshall
Kent

W

L
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5
5
3
3
2
0
0

0
1
1
2
4
5
5

0
0
1
1
0
0
0

CUTTING IT CLOSE - Mike Smith (24) loses 0 step on Honester
Davidson (34) cuts for a kickoff return.

On second thought

Call off the subs

i

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Leading 47-28 with time running out, Bowling Green's third string
quarterback Terry Bork was leading the Falcons goalward. A pass
Interference In the end zone shortly before time ran out, put the
ball on the one yard-line (a game cannot end on a penalty).
Bork dived into the end zone for the 53rd point, and Silva ended the
slaughter with his boot between the uprights.
With the kick over, so began a strange controversy. Coach Perry
Moss, obviously unhappy with the 19th straight setback for the Herd,
didn't take the traditional trek to the middle of the gridiron for a handshake.
Don Nehlen observed this strange behaviour and was bewildered.
It seems that the Falcons were pouring it on the Herd according
to Moss. "We have been beaten badly before, but never embarassed,"
said Perry Moss about that last touchdown. "He (Nehlen) can have his
fun now, but someday he won't be laughing," added the tutor.
Marshall, was bounced 48-8 by Ohio University, 35-12 by Toledo,
46-0 by M ami, and 40-12 by the Broncos of Western Michigan. A casual glance here would prove that the league has really poured It on
the Herd, but even these conference schools like the Falcons didn't
leave In their starters to do the routing.
Don Nehlen admitted only that he hoped to beat the Herd as bad or
by as many points as Miami did. "We've got pride," he said, "We
didn't think winning 30-6 was enough, we had to score as many as Miami
did."
The coach and the squad still have the bitter taste of their wasted
performance down In Oxford, one hardly Indicative of this team.
The Falcon coach did start with second string Vern Wlreman In
place of Injured P.J. Nyitray and then gave way to Terry Bork later In the
game. Bork, although the third string quarterback, has been working
the last few weeks on defense In the event that he would be forced to
sub In the Injury ridden secondary.
Bowling Green made wholesale substitutions in the second half and
the Herd began to move on the new Falcon charges. The Thundering
Herd even racked up a pair of scores on the reserves. "We subbed so
early we went flat," said Nehlen.
He re-Inserted the first string offense on one occasion. This was to
gain some field position for Bork and the reserves who were burled deep
each time they took over.
"Poor Terry, every time he got the ball he was deep around his
ten." said Nehlen.
The one drive with the first string ended at midfleld and on the
next series the subs came back In to finish out the contest including
the final drive that carried to the Marshall seven. Do you tell your
players not to score? Do you tell them Just to quit even though there Is
enough time for the second string to score their rare points?
Nehlen was asking these questions to himself after he heard of Moss's
reaction to the last touchdown.
"Tell me I was trying to run up the score." he said, "If I wanted to
run up the score, it would have been 73 not 63."

